Dallas Theater Center Guild

October 2018

ON CUE
Welcome to the 2018 – 2019
season of theater and Guild
activities! After a long summer
snooze, the On Cue editorial staff
is ready to rock and write. So
hold onto your eyeballs – here we
go!
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Upcoming Events: October - January
IMPORTANT!
October 30
5:00 – 6:00
November 8
10:30 – 12:30
November 18
4:30 – 6:30
Nov. 21 - 28
December 2
4:30 – 6:30
Dec. 5 – 9

PUT THESE IN YOUR
CALENDAR!! RIGHT
NOW!!!
Meet & Greet: A Christmas
Carol (Wyly)
Meet & Greet: Fetch Clay,
Make Man (Wyly)
Tech Dinner: A Christmas
Carol (Wyly)
A Christmas Carol (Wyly)

December 13
10:30 – 12:30

Tech Dinner: Fetch Clay,
Make Man (Wyly)
Fetch Clay, Make Man
(Wyly Studio)
Second General
Meeting/Holiday Party
(The Alexander
Mansion)
Meet & Greet: Sweat
(Wyly)

January 13
4:30 – 6:30

Tech Dinner: Sweat
(Kalita)

Jan. 18 – 23

Sweat (Kalita)

December 7
6:00 – 8:00

New Members! Here are 21 people you need to meet!
The Upcoming Events provide at least seven opportunities.
Michelle Anderson

Debra & Lewis Ropp

Brandon Bradfield

Kitty Ross

Carreen & Clay Carson

Jill & Mike Salinaro

Lynnda Chinai

Teri & John Shaffer

Shirley & Bill Cohn

Sandy Watson *

Julie Goldfarb

Tracy Watson *

Mary & John Hubbard

Jules Wildoner

Jody Lyke
* Has already signed up for a Guild job!

What’s Inside:
* First General Meeting (The Kalita Humphreys Theater story) * Presidents’ Message
* New Board Member: Jasmine Wynton
* The DTC Costume Shop
Don Warnecke, Editor and Writer ( Photos by James Prince and Don Warnecke)
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Be sure to see this play!
Non-stop laughs until the
poignant conclusion.
Offered in loving memory of
Ken Latimer.
RUNS THROUGH OCT. 21.

October General Meeting!
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Ta-da! The new Guild year got off to a great
start, thanks to creative thinking and careful
planning by Suzanne Caruso and Eleanor Casey,
our Vice Presidents – Meetings! This always
dynamic duo arranged a convivial evening at the
Kalita Humphreys Theater that featured Judy
Mathis, an expert on that venue. Over 50 Guild
members and guests were on hand to enjoy each
others’ company and the abundant hors d’oeuves
and wines from Salum, served in the Kalita lobby.
Multi-instrumentalist Robert Holbert provided
musical ambiance to the evening.
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Judy has deep knowledge of the history of this
original DTC location, replete with stories about
its design, construction and use as a landmark in
the now large Dallas arts community. The next
article summarizes Judy’s remarks.
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* = new member!
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The Kalita Humphreys Theater
A Historical Description, by Judy Mathis
(Summarized by Don Warnecke)
All Guild members have been in the mainstage area
of the Kalita Humphreys Theater (the “Kalita”) to
see a performance, and some have been deep into its
many other performance, rehearsal and technical
spaces. Over the years, Judy Mathis has seen it all.
She has seen scores of performances on those stages
and acted on two of them, has led dozens of tours,
and has served as Guild president and in other
officer roles. Hence, she was well-qualified to tell
the Kalita story at the October 2 General Meeting.
The Kalita Humphreys Theater story has many
players: actress Kalita Humphreys; DTC’s first
director, Paul Baker; Dallas civic and arts leaders;
famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright. The civic and
arts leaders had launched an effort to build a
professional theater, and found the land. Robert
Stecker was appointed the first president of the DTC
Board. Both Baker and Wright were known as
artistic mavericks; guess where that led!
Kalita Humphreys had worked with Paul Baker as a
guest artist. In 1954 she was killed in a private plane
crash. Her mother wanted to honor her with a
connection to a professional theater, and gave a
donation of $100,000, which enabled the design of
the theater on Turtle Creek, starting in 1954.
Famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright was engaged
for the project. Wright had designed over 1,000
structures and built over 400 of them. He was
known as a visionary – a person who could provide
bold ideas for a bold city. His name could generate
fundraising buzz. The internationally significant
Kalita was his first and only theater project. He had
little knowledge of how theaters operate.
Frank Lloyd Wright arrived in Dallas and
immediately asked “who’s got the money?” The
whole site (part of William Dean Park) measures 9.7
acres. His team got to work on designing a structure
with the overall footprint of a parallelogram – no
right angles (except at floor and ceiling). It was
somewhat like a ship beached on a 1.2 acre green
shoreline. The shape of the windows repeats the
angled theme.

Wright’s original design concepts were
interesting from an architectural viewpoint, and
included the 127-ton barrel-vault structure
containing the main stage and the revolving
platform built into that stage.
That design also generated many controversies.
•

Wright designed two ramps to move sets
and equipment from the basement to the
stage; the overhead clearance and turning
radius of the ramps made them
impractical. Fortunately, another
architect at Taliesin (Wright’s studio)
understood the problem and provided a
large elevator at stage left. Legend has it
that the elevator was boarded up in
anticipation of Wright’s visit to the site!
DTC lore says that actors referred to this
arrangement as Stage Wright and Stage
Baker!
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The original rake was very low – just two
steps up to the stage. That was later
increased to the height we see today, which
improved visibility of the stage throughout
the theater.

•

The original color of interior and furnishings
was buff. In the 1970s, Baker got
permission from Taliesen to repaint in dark
taupe, helping to keep focus on the stage.

•

Wright died before the Kalita was
completed, but was heard to say that the
theater “would one day mark the place
where Dallas once stood”.

Then the big day arrived! The Kalita officially
opened on December 29, 1959 with Thomas
Wolfe’s Of Time and the River. DTC gained
international acclaim!

Pam Cosgrove Emily Cosgrove Jane Gardner
(Three generations!)

James Prince

•
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JC Mathis
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There were many important subsequent
developments:
•

In 1968 the two-story Wyly Wing was
added, providing studio theaters and
rehearsal space.

•

In 1973 the whole campus was donated
to City, to prevent development of a
large condo project on adjacent land
along Turtle Creek. It is leased back to
DTC for $1 per year. The Dallas Parks
and Recreation Department maintains
the site. So far, two 20-year leases have
been executed and another arrangement
is under discussion.

•

In 1989 the foyer was extended, new
entrances were built (the current
structures) and a parking lot was
installed on each side. The Heldt
Building was added.

•

The Kalita is now a campus, and
currently is home to DTC, Second
Thought Theatre, and Uptown Players.
Even the wacky Guild Players have
performed in several Kalita spaces!

Vicki Newsom Polly Simpkins Martha Jarmon

The Kalita Humphreys Theater is enjoyed and
valued by today’s DTC patrons, and will
probably continue to be modified to adapt to a
range of uses.
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MEET JASMINE WYNTON!

Guild Presidents’ Message
Dear Members,
We are very excited about this upcoming year,
with so many exclusive events and activities in
store for you! With our Tech Dinners, Meet and
Greets and special events for the artists and
theater staff, you have the opportunity to be fully
immersed in a real theater experience and to rub
elbows with DTC directors, actors and talented
theater technicians. These are unique
experiences exclusively for DTC Guild Members!

New Guild Board Member
Here is one action-oriented, challenge-ready,
self-directed person! This girl has had her
life plan together since the 4th grade and is
on track! Jasmine joined the Guild last year
in the “$35 for under 35” program. One
year later she is taking on a BIG JOB as Vice
President – Events, teaming with Kersten
Rettig. Now that is a dream team, and they
are getting ready to design and produce
Salon, Guild Day at DTC, and a Spring
Event. Wow!

We plan to promote our Guild members with
special recognition, member acknowledgement
activities and rewards throughout this coming
year. Our goal is to ensure that our long-standing
Guild members feel appreciated and our new
members feel involved.
Our Salon Series provides our Guild with the
ability to showcase one of Dallas Theater
Center’s 2019 shows and to build a grand
fundraising event that unites our Guild and other
theater lovers for an evening of food, fun and
entertainment. This year we will strive to build on
the wonderful success of previous years.
One goal for the 2018-2019 Guild year is to
maintain our current membership levels while
adding many new members throughout the year.
We will count on our talented membership to
encourage friends and family to join this
incredible organization.
Our mission, of course, will remain and
strengthen as we continue to focus on serving
and supporting the Dallas Theater Center
through our service, fundraising and social
activities. We hope you will see this letter as our
charge to ourselves and to all of our membership
as we move forward this season to collectively
promote community awareness of both DTC and
the DTC Guild. See you all at curtain time!

OK, let’s roll our minds back a few years and
up to Chicago, where Jasmine was in
elementary school and practically every
television set in the nation continually blared
the OJ Simpson trial, starring Johnnie
Cochran. Her parents noticed that she talked
and argued a lot. In the context of the times
she became known as “little Johnnie
Cochran”.
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(Meet Jasmine Wynton)
In the 4th grade she took it a step further and
determined that she would be an attorney, an
actress or a model, and decided that she would
go to law school! Which of course she did!
But first, there was high school and college,
where she had roles in many plays and
monologues. For college, she was off to Atlanta
and Spelman College for a major in history and
a minor in drama. She already understood the
parallels of lawyering and acting! Her focus in
history was on world-changing periods, such as
the Harlem Renaissance and the Cold War, and
her senior thesis explored the impact of the Cold
War on historically black colleges.
And then there was the gold prize – Duke
University Law School! There she acted in the
law school’s comedy sketches, Tricky Dick and
Tricky Dick II, which pilloried the foibles of one
Richard Milhous Nixon.
Jasmine is currently an associate at the premier
law firm of Thompson & Knight LLP, right
there in the Arts District! She practices
commercial litigation, typically defending
companies, often in matters of breach of
contract and employment discrimination. She
has had jury trial experience, and wants a lot
more of it. In her experience, juries are a critical
bunch, sometimes focused on the facts of the
case, and sometimes on the appearance and
habits of the attorneys. This observation has led
her to be mindful of her body language, and to
avoid postures and behaviors that could distract
the jurors. Her background in drama comes in
handy again.

She described what it takes to be a great
attorney: hard work, courage to do the
right thing, strong ethics, consistency and a
solid reputation for being trustworthy.
That’s sure what I would want in an
attorney!
But it’s not all about the law. Jasmine’s
four years in Junior League of Dallas
exposed her to many non-profits. A
favorite in the social services arena has
been Our Friend’s Place, which serves
women of ages 18 – 24 who have been
homeless and abused.
Jasmine is getting more deeply connected
to DTC, the actors and theater patrons (as
represented by the Guild). Her favorite
plays so far have been The Great Society and
Hood. She also enjoyed Steel Magnolias.
Her advice for bringing more young people
to the Guild is to reach out to them where
they go – social media (even though she
makes much less use of it than others of
her generation).
Amazing! A young attorney actually has
some free time for personal pursuits. Hers
include yoga and other exercise routines,
creating artwork (continuing a creative
pleasure from high school and college),
and interior decorating in her house.
Make sure you meet Jasmine at a Guild
activity or at a play. She will be delighted
to expand her contacts in the Guild!
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Theater Backstage Series
We all enjoy the visual and dynamic aspects of
plays on stage, but most of us don’t know how all
this magic is made. The Theater Backstage series
included in most issues of the Guild newsletter (On
Cue) pulls back the curtain and introduces us to the
magicians, their workspaces and their boiling
cauldrons of creativity. All of that stuff is amazing
indeed! Last season’s issues of On Cue covered
directing, lighting & sound, and props. We start
this year in the DTC Costume Shop.
------------------------------

Micheal joined DTC about 6 months ago,
taking over when Jennifer Ables moved on.
Chris, Amanda and Kyle each have over a
decade of experience at DTC, Alisan and
Olivia are at their five year marks, and Raul is
in his third year. Some learn these skills in
BFA programs, others at home. They are all
masters of their craft!
The Costume Shop is a spacious, well-lit, very
well equipped operation. (The photo of round,
bright objects on the front page shows some of
the overhead lighting in the shop.) No 18th
century lower Manhattan sweatshop here!

THE DTC COSTUME SHOP
In Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Polonius declared “…for
the apparel oft proclaims the man…” The Bard is,
of course right, and he may have gained that insight
by having Polonius hang out in the Elizabethan
ancestor of the DTC Costume Shop. Both The
Bard and Polonius would be blown away by an
hour’s visit to the 8th Floor of the Wyly, where the
countessas of cloth, the smithies with scissors and
the zealots of zippers do wondrous things!
The shop’s fabricators of fabric fantasies are:
-

Micheal Waid – Costume Director
Chris Spencer – Associate Costume
Director
Kyle Everett – First Hand/Crafts Artisan
(typically the first person to handle and
cut the cloth)
Amanda Hendrickson – Draper
Alisan Heath – Stitcher
Olivia Kennedy - Draper
Raul Luna - Stitcher

Olivia keeps us
in stitches!
Alisan rocks in the
fitting room!
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DTC’s Costume Shop provides actors with
“everything from the skin out” (yes, including
undies). For large casts like Dreamgirls, that could
be a half ton of fabric and fasteners! The wizards of
the 8th floor think through the onstage and
backstage use of their products, such as making it
easy to move through dance steps and interaction
with scenery, making quick changes, and the impact
of lighting on the appearance of fabrics and dyes.
Your Newsletter editor had the pleasure of working
directly with the shop two years ago, when he won
a drawing and played a small role in A Christmas
Carol, wearing the “Topper” costume. It was a
thrill and a hoot!
There is a well-orchestrated process for designing
and making costumes for the DTC stage. Here are
highlights of that process:
About 20 weeks before opening night, costume
designers read the script and confer with the
director and others to resolve basic questions.
Unless there are conventions and contractual
specifications (as in Les Miserables), much left
to interpretation and experienced judgment.
Should costumes: Be true to period? Highlight
character personalities? Accentuate power
relationships among characters? Support
characters being physically active, or more
stationary?
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Conceptual designs are priced out and
bumped up against the budget. Whoops!
Time to refine designs, look for pieces in
inventory, and refine build/rent decisions
(there may also be opportunities for
borrowing). On-hand inventory will cover
some needs (thousands of items in storage,
including everything for A Christmas Carol).
A typical show might call for building (or
modifying) 10 – 20 costumes. The huge
cast of Public Works had only 23 builds!
Design drawings are prepared (you have
seen them at Meet & Greets). Using the
drawings and actors’ measurements,
patterns are made with muslin, a fairly
inexpensive cotton fabric available in
various weaves and weights. Photos from
initial fittings are given to the director and
designer to help think through composition
of the garments and on-stage movements.
Moving from the rehearsal hall to the
performance hall often requires some
adjustments, for somewhat different
movements, different lighting conditions,
props on stage, and other factors.
Then real fabrics (called “fashion fabrics”)
and fasteners are prepared, cut and fit
together. DTC has equipment and
chemicals for dyeing.

Initial decisions are made about what will be
built vs. rented. Typically, little is rented;
Hairspray was an exception. Footwear not
already in DTC stock is purchased.

Mysterious Rorschach
area. Tell me what you see.

Dye tank. (Too small for brewing beer.)
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Dyed fabrics are checked out under stage
lighting, to assure the right color effects. (Pure
white under stage lighting maybe too bright,
needing some dye to tone it down. Green lights
are often a challenge.) For Hood, designs were
hand-painted on fabric, which was then cut and
sewn.
The first fitting takes 1 – 1.5 hours, including
movement tests, quick change tests (a zip-up
costume change can be done in 30 seconds;
actors may wear multiple layers of costumes and
peel down for changes). The final fittings take
place before Tech rehearsals.
Other departments that interact in this process
include: Props (a topic of the January 2018 issue
of On Cue), for things that will be carried; Hair &
Make-up; Wardrobe (the people backstage who
get actors in and out of costumes).
The real lockdown of all these variables happens
in Tech Rehearsals – a long, grueling, detailed
process in itself. Dreamgirls had so many
moving parts; stage management and all others
ran the process with military precision.
This whole process is overseen by “Sha-Dynasty”,
the shop inspiration! That’s Sha below.
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Costume Shop favorites over the years
include:
-

Chamblee Ferguson in The Illusion;
in a floor length red cassock and 7”
platform boots.

-

The huge skirt in Fly that was
painted to represent a swamp. (This
costume then inverted to become a
backdrop, all while a flying woman
wore it and sang!)

-

Liz Mikel’s silk dress with wings for
Public Works 2017 – The Tempest

-

For some, the first one they built:
Effie’s dress in Dream Girls, Sam
Houston’s vest.

Your editor feasted on this genuinely
interesting behind-the-curtain view of
something the audience sees and enjoys and
that can have a huge impact on the success of
a play! He hopes that you now have an
introductory understanding of the many
alternatives and decisions, and the careful,
detailed work to design, build and test a
stunning array of costumes. When you are
applauding a performance, give it a few extra
claps for all the wizards behind the scene!
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